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Abstract

This paper briefly reviews the our past activities in electric propulsion and
summarizes our current activities and future plans. The main activities from the recently
completed ESA ASTP-3 MPD-Arcjet Development Program and ASI SSPA Program are
reviewed. More recent work has included continued arcjet/PCU testing, hot cathode
MPD development and FEEP system definition. Application studies and system
engineering have also been ongoing for the various technologies. Of particular interest
is the FEEP2 mission, a flight demonstration of FEEP technology. Future work will be
aimed a the ground qualification of a low power arcjet subsystem for European
applications and continued efforts towards a FEEP flight application.

INTRODUCTION these programs are summarized below. Following
these program summaries, we present reviews of

Historically, research activities in electric our ongoing work including FEEP technology.
propulsion began in Italy in the early 1980s with MPD development. arcjet/PCU testing and systems
ESA-funded definition studies on MPD thruster engineering.
systems for orbit raising of large spacecraft.'-
Additional studies were conducted to examine the ESA ASTP-3 PROGRAM
applicability of solid Tefon MPD thrusters for MPD-Arcjet Development Program
North-South station keeping (NSSK) missions.-
These system studies were followed by The ESA ASTP-3-sponsored
experimental development activities on gas- and "MPD/ARCJET Development Program" began in
Teflon-fed MPD thrusters.'' These activities were March 1988 and was completed in September 1993.
carried out by BPD, the University of Pisa (now BPD Difesa e Spazio (BPD) and Consorzio Pisa
CPR/CS), the University of Rome, FIAR and Ricerche - Centrospazio (CPR/CS) conducted arcjet
Aeritalia. These mission studies and experimental development and MPD thruster research within the
development programs demonstrated the medium- framework of this program. At BPD. these efforts
term promise of MPD propulsion. In 1987. the included work on low power arcjel technology (0.5
program focus was expanded to include arcjet - 2 kW), moderate power arcjet technology (5 - 20
propulsion system technology development for kW) and emission spectroscopy of arcjet thruster
nearer-term applications. First, medium power plumes. Activities at CPR/CS included low power
arcjets were emphasized as an advanced propulsion arcjet technology development and gas-fed, quasi-
system option for the Columbus Free-Flyer." steady. ring-anode MPD thruster research.
Efforts were then refocused in 1989 to cover low
power arcjets for potential commercial applications. BPD and CPR/CS activated arcjet test
These efforts were mainly conducted within the facilities and tested low power arcjets extensively
recently completed ESA ASTP-3'0" and the ASI within the this program. Performance mapping
SSPA1" Programs. The main accomplishments of using H. N, + 2H,. N, + 3H,. NH, and N,H, as

propellants was conducted. Many different engines
ci a E P n geometries were investigated with two different low1 Senior Scieniist. Manigrr Electic Propulsion

Laibratory. Space Divisim. pxwer arcjet engine designs: MOD-A and MOD-R.
§ Director. Also Professor. AcIrspace Engineering. Specific impulse values ranging from 400 to 550 s

University of Pisa. Pisa. lialy. were measured using simulated hydrazine.
0 Senior Systems Engineer. Operation of the MOD-A low power arcjet at BPD
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and CPR/CS was accomplished and showed that the Ansaldo Ricerche servine as subcontractors and had
facilities were in good areement. in addition, a duration of 21 months. The program was
BPD completed a successful endurance test of the centered aroud a svstL-n stud -' to define a first
MOD-B arcjet at 1000 W." The test was likely European applicalton for acjet technology
voluntarily shut down after 308 hours of operation which led to the defition of a Reference Mission
and 35 on/off cycles. The thrust was generally which included an arcjec propulsion subsystem for
constant through out the test at 0.162 N with a mass North-South station keeping (NSSK) of a 2,600 kg-
flow rate of 39 ng/s (N, + 2H,). A breadboard class telecommunications satellite with a 15 year
PCU was tested extensively with the MOD-A arcjet life. Other missions tor which arcjet systems
at CPR/CS." PCU switching frequency variations should enable improved satellite capabilities
did not effect engine operating parameters or compared to chemical systems were identified and
performance. Testing using catalytically include high altitude orbit raising and positioning,
decomposed hydrazine was accomplished at BPD LEO atmospheric drag makeup, satellite end-of-life
using the MOD-B arcjet.' 6 '7 The performance on disposal, elliptical orbit perigee maintenance and
catalytically decomposed hydrazine was similar to repositioning of an orbiting satellite. A
that on simulated hydrazine validating the engine telecommunications satellite was selected as the
design. Specific impulse values in excess of 900 s target application since the present and foreseen
were measured using the MOD-A engine while market scenarios demonstrate that this type of
operating on hydrogen." Moderate power arcjet spacecraft will make up the majority of foreseen
parametric testing was conducted at BPD and an spacecraft launches through the year 2000 on
engineering model prototype engine was designed medium and large launch vehicles. Orbital analysis
and built. was conducted to define the Reference Mission

imposed requirements on the arcjet subsystem
Emission spectroscopy was used to which included (including a 1.5 qualification factor)

examine the exhaust plumes of both the low- and a cumulative lifetime of 1652 hours. 900 on/off
moderate-power arcjets at BPD. 20 Turbulence was cycles and a total hydrazine throughput of 240 kg.
found to coinribute significantly to the line
broadening mechanisms in the plumes of both Subsequent activities included the
classes of engine. Centerline exhaust velocities establishment of the mission and arcjet subsystem
were, in general. consistent with the measured requirements and determination of a preliminary
(thrust stand) specific impulse for both engine dual-mode propulsion system (DMPS) I
classes. configuration. 2' The interfaces between the satellite

and arcjet subsystem were defined in detail. Each
During this program. CPR/CS examined arcjet subsystem assembly includes an arcjet

self-field, ring-anode, gas-fed MPD thruster assembly, interconnecting power cable and power
operation extensively for different anode, cathode conditioning unit (PCU). The layout for a DMPS
and injector geometries along with three thruster was defined and included a four arcjet subsystem
scales (sizes). " The engine electrical characteristics for use in NSSK. The mechanical, thermal and
and performance were mapped. Performance was electrical allocations for each arcjet subsystem
found to include a specific impulse range of 1000 assembly were defined and included an overall
to 3000 s with efficiencies in the range of 15% to assembly mass budget of 5.8 Kg and a steady-state
30%. Maximum efficiencies were found with argon input power need of 1800 W. An arcjet mission
propellant injection towards the anode. Smaller management subsystem (AMMS) was implemented
scale thrusters exhibited more electrode erosion but to control the four arcjet system. Detailed flight-
scale was found to have little or no effect on type designs of all the arcjet propulsion subsystem
performance. Testing of an MPD with an components were developed. 25 The components
innovative heated cathode was conducted to considered included the arcjet, gas generator.
examine its effect on engine performance and mounting structure, PCU, connecting cable,
erosion.2" Testing using a preheated cathode lead to propellant storage and feed system, AMMS and W
improved performance and lower apparent cathode diagnostics. The potential critical areas were
erosion opening new possibilities for future MPD identified and a preliminary development plan to
development, resolve the critical areas and achieve subsystem

ground qualification was then laid out. The
ASI SSIA PROGRAM potential critical issues are. in general, driven by the

Studio di un Sistema Propulsivo ad Arcogetto long lifetime requirement (including the long on-
orbit radiation exposure) of the Reference Mission

This program focused on the definition of and the high hydrazine throughput need. In
an arcjet propulsion subsystem. This effort was addition, a PCU efficiency requirement of 91%
conducted by BPD with SEPA. CPR/CS and created addition constraints for the PCU. In parallel
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to these activities. a systems model of a flight arcjct zero field conditioa. the aicjei showed good
subsystem integrated on-board a satellite was stability over a mass flow rane from 30 to 50
developed which allowed optimization of the overall mg/s. Engine operations with the 50 mT magnet
subsystem in terms of performance and mass. 2' were also stable. An increase in arc voltage of 4-6
The model proved to be flexible and demonstrated V was obscrved compared to the baseline data
that the initial constraints for the arcjet subsystem depending on the operating point (current level and
adopted early in the program were nearly optimum mass flow rate) with the applied magnetic field.
for the Reference Mission. With the 100 mT magnet, stable operations were

reached only at intervals. Furthermore, the applied
Three other activities occurred in parallel field appeared to degrade the engine performance

to the systems definition work: breadboard PCU contrary to results obtained during an earlier
development.: 7,  applied magnetic field arcjet program which used electromagnetic field coils to
testing2 and arcjet fluid flow modelling. 0 The produce the applied fields." In addition, the
PCU development activities were extensive and constrictor erosion was severe during these tests.
included: .the design, electrical modelling. These tests did demonstrate the feasibility of the
fabrication and testing of a breadboard model concept in that the permanent magnets could be
PCU 7:; the design and fabrication of an electrical operated continuously at safe temperatures for a
arcjet simulator"; testing of the breadboard PCU duration longer than the firing time of an
with the simulator; and finally testing of the operational engine. Both the instability and the
breadboard PCU with a low power arcjet." The degradation of performance observed in these tests
PCU was composed of two main units, the control appear related to the progressive erosion of the
unit and the invertor unit and could operate in nozzle throat due to nozzle overheating.
constant-current or constant-power mode. The
control unit monitored PCU operation and forced A model was developed for the analysis of
the invertor unit to deliver a constant current or the gas flow patterns and characteristics in a low
power to the arc. The invertor unit was based on a power, axisymmetric arcjet employing hydrazine as
pulse-width-modulated step-up power supply with the propellanmt." The model evaluates the internal
a switching frequency of 33 KHz. The arcjet flow field in the constrictor and nozzle of a low
electrical simulator was based on a controllable power arcjet and predicts the engine performance.
dissipating load. composed of passive elements The arcjet flow-field model consists of three
(resistors) and active devices (MOSFETs). This primary parts: I) a fluid dynamics model, 2) a
allowed the voltage across the load to be controlled thermochemical model and 3) an electric model.
by changing the load resistance according to the The fluid dynamics model handles the main flow
current flowing through the load. The start-up field parameters and forms the core of the model.
conditions were simulated by a device providing a This model is based on the laminar, compressible,
fast discharge for the high voltage pulses and was full Navier-Stokes equations. A heat source term in
based on a gas discharge tube. Testing of the PCU the energy equation enables energy addition from
with the simulator enabled several small problems the electric arc to be taken into account. A
to be worked out prior to testing the PCU with a thermochemical model is used which accounts for
low power arcjet. The PCU tests with the low real gas effects to provide the propellant flow
power arcjet showed that the PCU was able to start characteristics as a mixture of hydrogen and
and operate a low power arcjet under all conditions nitrogen species. In order to keep the computer
tested. Start-up voltage pulses of 2500 V were times at reasonable levels. the gaseous
measured for the particular low power arcjet decomposition products of catalytically decomposed
geometry used during the tests. A settling time of hydrazine have been assumed to be in
400 ps was found. The PCU voltage-current thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium but
characteristics were in reasonable agreement with chemically frozen. Simulations aimed at
engine operation using a laboratory power supply illuminating the flow-field properties of an arcjet
system. The PCU demonstrated excellent response were carried out. These simulations showed that
in both current- and power-controlled modes, the predicted properties agreed fairly well with the

experimental data where it was available.
A low power arcjet was tested using an Therefore. an arcjet flow-field model was

applied magnetic field from a permanent magnet to successfully developed which appears to predict real
examine the effect of the field on engine behavior, flow effects satisfactorily.
The complete magnet assembly was designed and
built during this program. Testing was done using FEEP Technology
a well characterized low power arcjet, MOD-A. in
a zero field condition and with both 50 and 100 mT Currently the Galileo Galilei - Flight
applied magnetic fields. Whe operating in the Experiment on the Equivalence Principle with Field
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Emission Electric Propulsion (GG-FEEP') moisioni probes under FEEP flow conditions and validated
is under study in Italy. The mission is intendd to the technique. Neutralized ton beams had electron
check the equivalence principle with an accuracy of temperatures between 2.2 and 2.9 eV. The electron
1 part in 10'. FEEP thrusters are proposed for the distribution was non-Maxwellian in the un-
drag-free control of the spinning GG-FEEP' neutralized ion beam near the emitter outlet.
satellite. As the satellite spins at 5 Hz. the FEEP Plasma density measurements showed values from
thruster must fire at the same frequency to I x 10'2 to 5 x 10' m'. These densities were in
counteract atmospheric drag and solar radiation agreement with the figure calculated based on FEEP
pressure in order to maintain the proof mass emitter absorption. The plasma potential was found
position. An experimental program is ongoing to to be between 3.1 and 9.3 V.
characterize the response of FEEP to variations in
the applied voltage with time." The nature of the MPD Development
variations can directly impact the drag free
maintenance methodology and must be understood Heated cathode, self-field MPD
to deign the system properly. In particular, ion development is an extension of work originally
beam rise time and its dependence on the voltage begun within the ESA ASTP-3 program. Initial
step size must be determined. To this end. a tests showed that cathode heating should be able to I
specific high voltage, square-wave pulse power improve MPD performance while reducing cathode
supply was developed at CPR/CS. The high erosion. 2 -" In addition, preliminary measurements
voltage can be varied between -2 KV to +8 KV with an electrostatic probe showed that cathode
with pulse repetition frequencies between 0.1 Hz heating leads to a substantial reduction in the
and 100 Hz. Testing with a 3 cm slit FEEP is plasma potential drop near the cathode. More
ongoing which produces a nominal thrust of 100 extensive tests have been conducted recently which
pN. Ion beam rise time was found to be less than examined the plasma potential near the cathode
8 ms for all applied voltages. Measured rise times with and without cathode heating using argon and
using other power conditioning equipment were 30 helium as propellants.' At lower discharge currents
ms. Pulse repeatability was very good. (-12 KA) the hot cathode plasma potential was

approximately half that with a cold cathode. At
FEEP thrusters produce a cesium ion beam higher currents (-18 KA). a 30% reduction was

which requires neutralization just as the xenon ion achieved through the use of a heated cathode.
beams of other ion engines. However. in the case
of FEEP thrusters, the required electron current is Other recent MPD development activities
very low while the ion velocity is much higher. have focused the interactions between the propellant
Furthermore, the neutralizer must be able to follow and the discharge current. A test activity was I
the ion current variations of the FEEP emitter. undertaken to evaluate propellant type and its effect
These issues have been examined at CPR/CS using on MPD operation and performance." MPD
a cesium-fed, plasma bridge hollow cathode thruster performance was measured using argon.
supplied by SEP and hot filaments." The thruster helium, nitrogen and hydrogen and mixtures of
system is tested in an isolated mode to enable several of these gases. The MPD engine geometry
measurement of the coupling potential between the featured dual sets of independently fed, injector
neutralizers and the FEEP ion beam. The ultimate orifices at the cathode root and near the anode. The
goal of the work is to identify the optimal thruster electrical characteristics for helium.
technology for flight, hydrogen and nitrogen were smoother and showed

less influence due to injection location than argon.
The ion beam of FEEP emitters is While using gas mixtures. considerable performance

characterized by a very high velocity, directed flow. improvements were noted for higher Alfven
Simple electrostatic wire probes have been used in velocity gas injection at the cathode root than at the
the past to evaluate the ion current density anode. In addition, both the measured specific
distribution as integrated over the length of the impulse and efficiency dropped substantially as the
probe. However. no information on electron propellant mean molecular weight increased.
temperature or plasma potential can be obtained
using this type of probe and the spatial resolution is Arcjet System Testing
poor. Therefore. Centrospazio initiated theoretical
and experimental activities to implement double These activities are primarily focused on
Lamgmuir probe analysis of the FEEP ion beam.' arcjet/PCU testing and are a continuation of the
Classical Langmuir probe theory was modified to work begun within the ASI SSPA program. Initial
account for the high velocity directed ion flow. test activities focused on the PCU design point
Two probes were designed, fabricated and used for operating power of 1.8 KW." 3 Recent testing has
testing. The tests were the first to use Langmuir focused on lower power levels (0.6 to 1.4 KW).
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SThe MOD-B arcjet and PCU have shown great from any of the electric system options considered.
flexibility in terms of operating parameters. These larger, more costly satellites probably can obtain the

tests are being conducted to provide background highest leverage from Hall and ion systems while
information for more focused development in the the resistojet and arcjet systems provide larger
near future. relative benefits for small and medium sized

satellites. As a final note. the material erosion rates
Arcjet thruster structural characterizations from Hall thrusters are orders of magnitude higher

are also currently being pursued. Tests are ongoing than with the other technologies. The low erosion
to determine the natural frequencies of the MOD-B rates for ion and arcjet systems presented a
arcjet as well as examine the effects of Ariane-level significant concern to system integration up until
random and sinusoidal vibrations on the arcjet recently. This issue must be resolved for Hall
structure. The structural integrity of the engine is engines.
checked by comparing the resonance vibrations
before and after vibration testing. These tests are Future medium-term to far-term space
being conducted to prepare for testing of flight-built exploration activities are focusing on high AV
engines and to validate and calibrate our structural and/or high mass missions world-wide. Planetary
models. orbiters and sample return missions are being

considered by Europe. the USA. Russia and Japan.
Systems Engineering while the establishment of a lunar outpost and

human exploration of Mars are generating
BPD is currently developing a flexible, significant interest in the USA and Russia. Many

modular satellite bus for small satellite applications of the these missions also have significant power
in collaboration with CTA Space Systems. The bus requirements. High AV and/or high mass missions
can accommodate payloads up to 400 Kg. Mission coupled with a need for electrical power make these
applications are expected to include science, missions ideal candidates for either solar electric
technology and remote sensing payloads. propulsion or nuclear electric propulsion. Our
Accommodation studies have been undertaken for vision for the future includes the expanded use of
several missions including the GG-FEEP' mission, electric propulsion for both near-Earth and
Finally, the bus propulsion system is based on interplanetary mission primary propulsion functions.
monopropellant hydrazine. Hydrazine arcjet These systems can be used for applications as
accommodation analyses are ongoing and show that diverse as high altitude orbit raising and satellite
mission performance enhancements are achievable, end-of-life disposal for geostationary satellites and

interplanetary injection and maneuvering for solar
BPD has conducted trade-offs between the system exploration and beyond. Realization of

use of dual-mode and unified bi-propellant these missions will require a high level of
propulsion systems coupled to electric thruster harmonization between the power system.
subsystems for various types of satellites."' propulsion system. AOCS and payload. Our
Various electric systems have been considered systems analysis activities are aimed at achieving
including resistojets, arcjets. Hall thrusters and ion this harmonization through the development and
engines. Propulsion functions as diverse as NSSK. implementation of advanced electric propulsion
high altitude orbit raising. end-of-life disposal, drag coupled with solar or nuclear power sources for
make-up and satellite repositioning have been satellites in the next century. To dale, design
considered. All electric systems can provide constraints and criteria for spacecraft driven by
significant benefits when compared to baseline electric propulsion systems have been identified"'
chemical systems. Arcjet and resistojet systems and include radiation exposure of humans and
have lower dry masses and are less complex than electronics, thermal control requirements, effluent
Hall and ion systems while the Hall and ion contamination of spacecraft surfaces, surface
systems can provide, based on specific impulse erosion, launch vehicle integration, operations and
considerations alone, larger propellant mass safety requirements, attitude control,
reductions. Arcjets and resistojets greatly minimize electromagnetic interference and power control and
the integration difficulties for satellites which distribution. Efforts are continuing to examine the
include monopropellant or dual-mode chemical impacts and constraints that these types of criteria
systems while ion and Hall systems require a impose on solar and nuclear powered spacecraft.
separate xenon feed system. Finally, the xenon
propelled systems are generally more complex and CONCLUDING REMARKS
require much longer lifetimes to achieve the desired
mission goals making ground testing more This paper summarized the activities at
expensive. These considerations make it clear that BPD Difesa e Spazio. Consorzio Pisa Ricerche-
while many missions and satellites could benefit Centrospazio and Magneti Mareli SEPA -
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